
Bassinet



A bassinet to encourage interaction between mother and baby.
Developing mother/baby bonding by creating a transparent cot 
which promotes eye contact and visibility of the baby.

A bassinet to bring mother and baby 
closer together.

* Shown here is a High-Low stand.



The transparent cot can be locked, 
minimizing the risk of the baby falling.

The transparent cot can be locked at 

4 points underneath the mattress to 

ensure baby safety.

“ S a f e t y”

“ I n t e r a c t i o n”
The height of the HL stand can be 

adjusted to promote eye contact 

between mother and baby.

The lowest position of the HL stand is 62cm 

which enables the cot to be adjusted to 

bedside height, allowing bonding to take 

place between mother and baby.



The Neo Cot has been designed to support the 
caring model of both mothers and nursing staff, 
paying special attention to safety and interaction.

Caster-lock from any direction

Four-wheel locking mechanism ensures the cot 
remains stable when interacting with the baby.

Mattress can be tilted using a simple
lever situated at the front of the cot

Stepless smooth tilting is possible while 
watching a baby.

Lightweight and easy to move

Large dual wheel casters make it easy to 
operate and move the cot.



A combination of options can be selected to
meet a variety of nursery requirements. 

Enhances operation efficiency for nursing staff

Variety of peripheral devices can be attached to the 
IV Pole (option), which enables a staff to operate the 
devices immediately in a large work space.

Carefully selected material ensures improved 
ease of cleaning.

Increased ease of cleaning of the product

The main body of the Neo Cot is made of resin 
which allows for a variety of different cleaning 
materials to be used.

The mattress is washable

Highly breathable and washable material.

IV Pole

Basket

IV Pole can be attached to 
each corner. 

Small items such as 
disinfectant and 

thermometers can be 
stored.

Drawer
Pulse oximeter can be put 
on the slide tray which is 
suitable for practical use.

Opening the drawer

Sliding open the top slide tray
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Neo Cot HL Stand Neo Cot Fixed Stand

Atom’s code: 26113

I.V Pole for Neo Cot

Atom’s code: 26118

Mattress for Neo Cot
Atom’s code: 26122

Mattress Sheet for Neo Cot (5 pcs/pkg)
Atom’s code: 26123

Shade for Neo Cot

Atom’s code: 26411　

Cylinder Rack for Neo Cot

Atom’s code: 26117

Basket for Neo Cot
Atom’s code: 26114

Drawer for Neo Cot

Atom’s code: 26112

Atom’s code: 60337

Atom’s code: 67100

Atom’s code: 67101

Transparent Cot for Neo Cot
Neo Sheets (100 pcs/box) 
Baby card , blue (50 pcs/pkg)
Baby card , pink (50 pcs/pkg)

Options & Supplies
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Dimensional drawing
Unit :mm

Atom's Code
Tilting Angle
Mattress

Caster
Load Capacity
Weight
Dimensions

26408
0° - 12°
Polyester-elastomer (BREATHAIR®)
Dipping (avoid using dry heat sterilization)
Dia. 10 cm  (Dual caster w/stopper)
10 kg (on mattress)
Approx. 27 kg
W960 x D450 x H620 ‒ 820 mm 

26409

Approx. 25 kg
W960 x D450 x H750 mm

Material
Method of disinfection


